Accelerate the Pace of Your Business
with Cisco One Enterprise Cloud Suite

Highlights
Organizational Flexibility
• Cisco ONE™ Enterprise Cloud Suite
allows business to capture new
opportunities faster by replacing
manual processes with automation
that provides infrastructure elasticity
and agility.
Faster Adoption with Modular
Automation
• Cisco ONE Enterprise Cloud Suite
delivers modular automation at all
layers of the organization, enabling
you to adopt automation at a pace
comfortable to your business while
experiencing a faster return on your
investment (ROI).
Accelerate Application and Service
Deployment
• Cisco ONE Enterprise Cloud Suite’s
embedded application design tools
and built-in compliance capabilities
allow developers to progress at
the pace they prefer like while still
meeting organizational compliance
guidelines.
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What if you could easily deliver flexibility,
agility, and fast delivery of applications and
services to all aspects of your business?
Current manual approaches to deployment of infrastructure and application
services prevent your business from meeting the expectations of your customers
and employees. In a world in which smart devices have taught us to expect
our information and services to be delivered at the speed of need, delivery of
infrastructure or applications in six to eight weeks is no longer acceptable. And the
increasing complexity of data center environments can make deployment processes
time consuming and error prone. The traditional manual trouble-ticket provisioning
processes need to be replaced with automation at all levels of the organization. Just
as industrialization modernized and accelerated the production of goods, automation
applied to infrastructure and application service delivery can enhance the quality and
accelerate the service-delivery lifecycle for your business.
Cloud adoption is increasingly widespread across enterprises. According to
Forrester , the private cloud is the preferred method for reaching new markets more
quickly, empowering employees, and staying ahead of the competition without
sacrificing compliance, control, or employee satisfaction.
Imagine Your Move to the Cloud
Imagine your line-of-business and project managers ordering applications on
demand and taking delivery at the time of need. Imagine the productivity gains from
the capability to deploy consistent infrastructure across computing, networking,
and storage resources in minutes. Imagine the benefits of safe and secure use
of hybrid-cloud resources and the capability to manage them from a single user
interface.
You don’t have to imagine these benefits if your business runs on Cisco ONE™
Enterprise Cloud Suite. This Cisco® solution delivers the tools required to move from
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manual complexity to hybrid-ready
private cloud automation. It delivers
flexibility and consistency across your
IT infrastructure, allowing your IT staff
to support more capacity quickly, with
existing staffing levels.

Cisco ONE Enterprise Cloud
Suite
Cisco ONE Enterprise Cloud Suite
provides a modular approach to
deployment of a hybrid-ready private
cloud, allowing your organization to
deliver automation across the data
center at a pace that’s comfortable
to you (Figure 1). Your business will
experience:
• IT flexibility and agility through
infrastructure automation that

Data Center or
Private Cloud

delivers consistent infrastructure
across computing, networking,
storage, and virtualization resources
• On-demand capability to order
data center application or business
services from the intuitive selfservice portal across both private
and hybrid services
• Application-stack acceleration
with built-in tools that translate
infrastructure templates and
application profiles into automated
application services
• Hybrid-cloud capabilities that help
enable your business to safely and
securely source IT services based on
business needs, IT requirements, or
a cost-effective alternative model for
development projects

Cisco ONE Enterprise
Cloud Suite

Reduce Complexity and Gain
Business Velocity
As the speed of business continues
to accelerate, your capability to adapt
to customer and market changes can
have a huge impact on your revenue
streams and, potentially, on business
survival. Responding to these changes
requires speed and organizational
flexibility that come only through
automation. Automation is crucial to
enabling your business to respond
to new business opportunities. And
automation is needed not just at the
infrastructure level, but it needs to span
all layers of your business, empowering
your customers and employees to take
delivery of required services as quickly
as possible.
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Figure 1. Cisco ONE Enterprise Cloud Suite Delivers a Modular Approach to Hybrid-Ready Private Cloud Deployment
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With Cisco ONE Enterprise Cloud Suite,
IT departments can deliver consistent
infrastructure instances in minutes.
Development teams can deliver new
application stacks more quickly,
increasing time to value. Employees
can order data center applications and
basic business services on demand
from a self-service portal. Hybrid-cloud
capabilities allow you to expand into the
public cloud safely and securely using
the same network security and access
control policies that are in force in your
private cloud.
Cisco ONE Enterprise Cloud Suite
delivers the speed and agility your
business needs to take advantage of
new revenue opportunities and allow
your business to thrive.

For More Information
For more information about Cisco ONE
Enterprise Cloud Suite, visit http://www.
cisco.com/go/cloudsuite.
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